Cross-correlation of EMG reveals widespread synchronization of motor units during some slow movements in intact cats.
It is commonly assumed that the motor units comprising a single mammalian muscle will be recruited asynchronously at subtetanic firing rates to produce smoothly modulated force output. However, electromyograms from certain neck muscles, recorded by implanted bipolar "patch" electrodes having large contacts, often exhibited a rhythmic clustering of spike activity whose patterns suggested that motor-unit firing was synchronized both within and across muscles. We have developed a computerized processing system that digitizes EMG activity and calculates auto- and cross-correlation products of selected segments. The presence or absence of synchronization caused by neural mechanisms can be identified and differentiated from that due to the rhythmicity of the behavior itself (e.g. shaking) or due to cross-talk, according to the shapes of the resultant correlograms. These methods have so far been applied to the study of hindlimb and neck muscle EMG during various natural motor behaviors, but they provide a general, quantitative tool for the study of an important aspect of motor control that may be overlooked by conventional sampling and smoothing techniques.